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badmaash company trailer 1 Full Cast: Shahid Kapoor, Anushka Sharma, Vikrant Massey, Vir Das, Meiyang Chang Director: Parmeet Sethi, Producer: Aditya Chopra Badmaash Company (Transl. Naughty Company) is a 2010 Bollywood crime comedy film written and directed by Parmeet Sethi. Shahid Kapoor, Meiyang Chang, Piyush Mishra, Anushka
Sharma, Vikrant Massey and Aditya Chopra features in lead roles. It released on 12 March, 2010. It’s a story set in the 1990s, of four ordinary middle-class Bombay youngsters—Karan (Shahid Kapoor), Bulbul (Anushka Sharma), Khudabaksh (Vir Das) and Badshah (Anupam Kher) — who all fall under the spell of one enterprising friend—who comes up
with an innovative and lucrative business plan but their lives begin to deteriorate. Parmeet Sethi’s debut direction with BADMAASH COMPANY is a romance-drama, action-thriller, comedy-fantasy film, set in the 1990s. The film carries a soundtrack which gives a new dimension to the music of the 1990’s in India. While Shahid Kapoor features as the
protagonist, Anushka Sharma features as the female lead, Vir Das as the male lead, and Piyush Mishra, Anupam Kher and Meiyang Chang are in supporting roles. The rest of the cast is including Sachin Pilgaonkar, Parambrata Chatterjee, Shankar, Raj Zutshi, Sudhir Dalvi, Sumeet Vyas, Dinyar Contractor, and Jackie Shroff. "Not just Shahid Kapoor's
vehicle, Badmaash Company is an entertaining, spontaneous ride" - Anupam Kher, Actor "I like the way Parmeet Sethi has put this movie together. It’s very soulful" - Anushka Sharma, Actress "I don't know who does who better, but between you and me, we are doing them better" - Meiyang Chang, Actor "Parmeet Sethi makes stylish films, they are
entertaining, very well paced and they are not boring, things that's really rare" - Shahid Kapoor, Actor "Parmeet Sethi
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Indian movie poster for Badmaash Company (2010). The image measures 550 * 796 pixels and is 269 kilobytes large. The Badmaash Company is a 2010 Indian comedydrama film, directed and co-written by Umesh Jadhav, which is a remake of the 1995 Tamil film . Badmaash Company 2010 HD 720p Download - Watch Online movies
Online Free by popular movie Star "Shriya Saran, Krish, Sanjay Mishra, Konkana Sen Sharma, Akshaye Khanna, Danny Denzongpa" Enjoy the free trailers and preludes
playlists favorite scenes and best film . Badmaash Company HD Download - Watch Online movies Online Free by popular movie Star "Shriya Saran, Krish, Sanjay Mishra,
Konkana Sen Sharma, Akshaye Khanna, Danny Denzongpa" Watch online in high definition quality HD 720p/1080p 720p/1080p/1280p 480p/720p 360p/480p . Badmaash
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